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Öz: Tarih olguları Macar ve Karaçay halk müziğinn birkaç tabakası arasında 
jenetik bağlantısının olmasını mümkün kılar. Ve gerçekten, incelediğimizde 
birçok Karaçay ezgisinin yakın veya benzer Macar ezgisi olduğunu görebiliriz. 
Tüm derlemeyi temsil eden 357 Karaçay ezginin üçte birinin Macar 
benzeşmeleri bulmak mümkündür.  

Bütün bunlar Macar ve Karaçay müziğinin kayda değer çok sıkı bağlantısını 
gösterip üstte incelediğim ezgi paralelliklerinde de görebildiğimiz gibi bir 
eşitlik anlamını taşımamaktadır. Yine de seyirler, ton, ritim şemaların vs. 
konuların bu kadar büyük boyutlardaki paralelliği bizi düşündüren ve ikna 
etmeye yetecektir.  

Karaçay ve Macar çocuk ezgileri arasında daha geniş bir üslup benzerliği 
yanısıra kayda değer benzerlikler tespit edilebilir. Karaçay-Malkar mezmur 
ezgileri, inici ezgileri ve ağıtların bir kısmı ise Macar, Anadolu ve Bulgar, 
Slovak, Rumen ve birkaç başka milletinin ezgilerinin de kısmen temsil etmiş 
olduğu Bartók’un en eski “üslup-tarz” olarak tanımladığı gurubun bir 
parçasıdır. Sözkonusu ezgileri her millette bulamayız.  

Yeni olguların kurulabilmesi için Karaçayların komşu milletlerinin Oset, 
Kabard ve Çerkeslerin halk müziğini de tanımamız gerkli olaçak, çünkü bu 
milletlerin ve Karaçay-Malkarların halk müziğinde birkaç müziksel tabaka 
arasındaki benzeşme bulunmaktadır.  

Anahtar kelimeler: karşılaştırmalı halk müziği araştırması, etnomüzikoloji, 
Macarlar, Karaçay-malkarlar 
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Summary: Historical data permit to seek for genetic connections between 
certain strata of Hungarian and Karachay folk music, and indeed, several 
Karachay tunes have convincing or sometimes more remote Hungarian 
analogies.  

One third of the 357 Karachay tunes, which constitute a representative 
sample of the whole collection, can be paired with Hungarian analogies, 
sometimes more than one to a Karachay tune. That shows a close musical 
connection between the Hungarian and Karachay folk music stocks, but that 
does not mean at all identity. Yet such a large degree of similarity in melody 
outlines, modes, rhythmic patterns, etc. is thought-provoking.  

Between the Karachay and Hungarian children’s tunes some closer 
similarities can be found apart from a broad stylistic identity. The Karachay-
Balkar psalmodic, descending and lamenting tunes belong to the Bartókian 
primeval „style race” to which the pertinent tunes of Bulgarian, Slovakian, 
Romanian and some other people’s tunes belong. However, such tunes 
cannot be found in the music of every ethnic group  

To be able to draw further conclusions, it would be important to have an 
insight into the music of the neighbors of the Karachays, first of all the 
Ossetians, Kabards and Cherkesses, as at first glance too, there are several 
similar musical strata in the music of these groups and the music of the 
Karachay-Balkars.  

Keywords: comparative musicology, ethnomusicology, Hungarians, 
Karachay-Malkars 
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Hungarian folk music is closely connected with the music of diverse Turkic 

peoples. Research into this interaction has already produced considerable results, but it 

is far from being completed. Intriguing new questions are being raised by continuous 

inquiry, e.g.: Why is the music of different Turkic ethnic groups so different? Do the 

linguistic connections of this language family correspond to the musical connections? 

The folk music of several Turkic groups has no monographic elaboration so far, 

and the available publications often fail to answer the elementary questions, too, so it is 

vitally important to carry on with the expeditions. Only when a large number of tunes 

have been collected during fieldwork and transcribed, and the work of other researchers 

has been considered, can serious comparative research work begin. 

A close study of the material gathered during the expeditions can define the 

fundamental strata of the music of Turkic-speaking groups and their interrelations, 

followed by a comparison of diverse folk musics and finally, attempts can be made to 

draw historical conclusions. It is also to be examined how a highly complex folk music 

like that of the Hungarians with eastern origins in its old strata is connected to Turkic 

music and to the music of precisely which Turkic people. 

A skeptical reader might butt in that no matter how extensive the areal field 

research may be, conclusions as to Turkic or Hungarian prehistory or ethnogenesis are 

highly questionable, for a retrospect over thousands of years is hardly more impossible 

than looking back over a few hundred years in the history of folk music. All we may 

know is that prior to the organized school system, cinema, radio and particularly 

television that spread wide in the 20th century, the pace of cultural change was much 

slower. And also, that some strata of music, e.g. the laments and the parlando-rubato 

tunes usually sung in free rhythm are surprisingly persistent. 

It is a generally accepted thesis that the evolution of large comprehensive tune 

groups requires lots and lots of years, but they usually survive longer, too. Concerning a 

few genres, there might be a chance to probe into the past, particularly when they are 

represented by many, more or less different but stylistically connected melodies, 

constituting a tune layer of tune style. 

Field-research based examination of the archaic elements of Hungarian folk 

music has time-honored traditions in Hungary. Just to mention the most important ones: 

Béla Bartók carried on fieldwork in Turkey in 1936, and László Vikár conducted 

comparative musical research in the Volga-Kama region among Finno-Ugrian and 

Turkic groups of people in the company of linguist Gábor Bereczki for over twenty years. 

I joined this line of research some 28 years ago. In 1987−93 I spent six years in 

Turkey where I collected about 1500 tunes and examined another 4000, and on this basis 

I could be the first to outline a comprehensive picture of the complex musical styles I 

found there and their implications for Hungarian music. The next step was to examine 
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the folk music in the area between Anatolia and the Volga-Kama region through my 

Caucasian, Kazakh, Azeri, Kyrgyz and further Turkish expeditions. An insight into areas 

more to the east was ensured by research trips to the Kyrgyz, Turkmen and Mongolian 

Kazakh people. 

By now, a collection of over ten thousand tunes – most of them videotaped – as 

well as interviews and photos have been accumulated. This collection is found in the 

Archive of the Institute for Musicology of the Research Centre for the Humanities 

(Hungarian Academy of Sciences) and is integrated to Béla Bartók’s Anatolian 

collection and László Vikár and Gábor Bereczki’s collection in the Volga-Kama region. 

So far I have published 15 books as the outcome of my researches, this one being the 

next in the series. 

The studied ethnic groups are tied to varying degrees to the origins of the 

Hungarians. One example is that of the Kazakhs: some of the Cumans who migrated 

westward merged with the Magyars, while their tribes left in Asia took part in the 

ethnogenesis of the Kazakhs (Golden, 1992). Of equal importance is the North Caucasus 

where the ancestors of the Hungarians and those of the Karachays lived together in the 

territory of the Khazar Empire for some time before the Hungarian conquest of the 

Carpathian Basin (Róna-Tas, 1999). 

Obviously, I cannot undertake the accurate mapping of the ethnically and 

linguistically highly diverse Caucasus as a whole. In the North Caucasus I did field 

research mainly among the Karachays and in the South Caucasus in Azerbaijan, in both 

regions among minorities as well. I complemented the North Caucasian collection with 

an important control material. In the late 19th and early 20th century masses of Karachay 

people fled to Turkey from the Russians. The deportation in 1944 of Caucasian groups 

to Inner Asia triggered off a new wave of exodus from the Caucasus southward. Unlike 

other, rapidly assimilating minorities of Turkey, the Karachays living mainly around 

Konya and Eskişehir still cherish their traditions.  

The musical culture of this group is examined in the volume: Sipos, János – 

Tavkul, Ufuk, Karachay Folksongs, l’Harmattan Publishing House, Budapest, 2015. The 

book was published in e-book form as well. 

In Chapter One I briefly survey the expeditions whose aim was the exploration 

of the eastern connections of Hungarian folk music. Next, I touch on the earlier field 

trips to the Caucasus which go back as far as the Dominican monk Otto’s journey in 

1232, followed by Frater Julian’s and much later by the Jenő Zichy expedition. Since 

then, no important Hungarian research has been undertaken in the region and the ones 

that targeted the area mainly traversed the southern part of the Caucasus. I give a short 

account of our field trips among the Karachays to acquaint the readers with the studied 

group and the particular musical and cultural concepts necessary for the understanding 

of the analytic section and the lyrics. 
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In Chapter Two the emergence and eventful history of the Karachay people can 

be read about from the beginnings to the mass emigration fleeing the Soviet expansion 

in the early 20th century and the deportation of the entire ethnicity in 1947 up to the 

present day. The earlier Russian and European travellers’ accounts about their social life, 

stratification, old customs, songs and deities are also conjured up. 

In Chapter Three the reader gets the description and classification of Karachay 

tunes, together with links to the music of other Turkic groups. It is to be stressed that no 

synthesis like this of Karachay folk music has been written before. An important 

achievement of the analysis is the introduction of the collected 1200 tunes via a selection 

of 60 melodies after an acquaintance with which the majority of the rest of the tunes will 

appear familiar. That has great relevance to education, scientific comparison and 

cognition as well. The relations between Hungarian and Karachay folk music are also 

examined. 

Chapter Four contains the scores of 287 tunes with lyrics that well represent the 

total of 1200 songs. For musically illiterate people the e-book form will make this chapter 

more enjoyable with a selection of the recordings of the presented 350 tunes. Musical 

specialists can get a glimpse of the practical manifestations of the tune types introduced 

in the previous chapter. 

Chapter Five describes the Karachay language and the lyrics with an 

introduction of the ethnographic background. The song texts in standardized Karachay 

and their English translation are given in this chapter.  

We do hope that the book will be of use for historians, Turkologists, linguists 

and the wider public, apart from comparative folk music researchers and 

ethnomusicologists.  

Connections between Hungarian and Karachay folk music  

Historical data permit to seek for genetic connections between certain strata of 

Hungarian and Karachay folk music, and indeed, several Karachay tunes have 

convincing or sometimes more remote Hungarian analogies. In addition to the 

similarities of melodic outlines, there are other correlations between the two folk musics, 

too. Let us first take a closer look at these.  

Scales. The most frequent scales (63%) are the ones with minor third (b3), 

overwhelmingly the Aeolian (54%), far less Phrygian (6%) and Dorian (3%). Out of the 

scales of a major character (35%) the Mixolydian mode is predominant. This distribution 

more or less tallies with the Hungarian, although there is a smaller rate in minor-character 

tunes in Hungarian folk music. The highly complex Karachay ethno-genesis would make 

pentatonic scales quite probable, since in addition of multifaceted Caucasian and Iranian 

groups, diverse Turkic people also contributed to their ethno-genesis. It is known, 

however, that not all Turkic groups have pentatonic music. Unlike some layers of 
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Hungarian folk music which are distinctly la-pentatonic, there are hardly any Karachay 

tunes moving on a pentatonic scale. Pentatonic phrases or turns may at most be heard at 

the head or the end of a line, e.g. G,-C-D, G-E-D, E-D-C-A, A-D-C-G, at the beginning, 

G-E-D-C at the end of a tune, E-C-A, C-G,-A, G’-E-C and D-G, or D-A at the end of 

some lines. From the scale of some tunes the 2nd degree is missing but degree 6 is 

practically always present.  

Form. In Karachay music I have found merely nine single-core tunes and three 

tunes that comprise three different musical ideas. This music is fundamentally 

predominated by two- and four-core structures, with a diversity of subgroups. In the 

classification songs of two long divisible lines are taken for forms of four short lines, 

and the refrains are ignored. Tunes whose second line terminate on the base note and are 

followed by a plain narrow-range line ending on the base note again are taken for two-

lined tunes in most cases. 

Among two-core tunes the AB form is salient (13%), and four or five items of 

the following schemes can be found each: AAAB, ABvAB, ABBB or AB + refrain. This 

is all familiar to Hungarian folk music, with the AAAB form being rare. (A marks a line 

that closes on the same degree as A, its melody outline is similar, but it moves below A.) 

By far the most populous group is that of tunes with four independent melodic 

lines (55%) with highly diverse but predominantly descending cadential sequences. This 

also parallels the Hungarian case today. The most frequent ABCD (34%) form plays an 

important role in both Karachay and Hungarian folk music. Considerable Karachay 

forms are also ABc/AB és AB/AC (9%), ABBC (1.4%) and AB/CB (2%) mostly of more 

archaic strata, but these forms are not frequent in Hungarian folk music. AA(v)BC (9%) 

is also found in a lot of tunes, but they are mainly of art music origin. 

Several four-lined tunes include consecutive seconds and thirds, there are two 

or three A2BAC and A3B3AB structure, whereas there is practically no line parallelism 

in two-lined, two-core tunes. 

Of special interest are the parallel lines at a distance of a fourth or fifth, a typical 

feature of a stratum of Hungarian folk music. In Karachay folk music AB4/5CB (5%) and 

AB4/5AB (4%) forms are relatively frequent, the second and fourth lines progressing in 

parallel fourths or fifths. It is not infrequent with Hungarian fifth-shifting tunes either 

that lines 1 and 3 are less similar than lines 2 and 4.  

The forms A4B4AB (2 tunes), A5A5A2A (1) and many A5B5AB (4) and A5A5BA 

(3) resemble more closely the Hungarian fifth-shifting forms. A comparison between 

these Karachay tunes and the Hungarian pentatonic fifth-shifting songs will clearly 

reveal, however, that the similarity does not necessarily imply genetic identity. What we 

have in Karachay folk music is not some short pentatonic twin-bar motif repeated a 

fourth or fifth lower, but a more or less accidental parallel movements between a higher 

first and a lower second part. 
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Some four-lined tunes descend along step progression in the form of A4A3A2A, 

A3A2A2A. Such sequential descent is not infrequent in Anatolian music either. In 

Hungarian folk music tunes built of sequentially descending lines are partly subsumed 

in the lament style, but the long lines of these Hungarian tunes considerably deviate 

musically from the sequentially descending Karachay dance tunes.  

Some recursive, domed structures of AA5A5A character can also be come 

across, but they are the outcome of some new development possibly attributable to the 

Soviet period. A more detailed examination would, however, be justified in this field. 

Ex. 1 shows that Hungarian analogies can be found even to a Karachay tune with a 

specially divided third line. In the indices Hungarian variants comparable to the other 

domed Karachay tunes are also given. 

 

 

Ex. 1. Domed tune a) Karachay tune and b) a Hungarian new-style analogy 

Compass. The typical tonal range of Karachay tunes is seven-eight notes, and 

since unlike the Hungarian songs, they do not sink below the base note, the most frequent 

ambitus is 1-7/8 (26%). It is followed by four relatively large compass groups: 1-7 

(16%), 1-6 (15%), 1-5 (12%), 1-9 (10%) and four smaller ones: 1-10 (3%), 1-b9 (2.5%), 

1-4 (2%) and 1-#6 (1.5%). A single tune was found with the narrowest 1-3 and one with 
the widest 1-11 ranges. On the whole, this is quite similar to the Hungarian picture.  
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Tunes declining below the base note often have other singular features as well: 

the majority is falling-rising plagal tunes. Sometimes the extension of the compass is 

caused by a leap down to the Vth degree, which is rare in Hungarian music. Degree VII 

at the end of a Karachay melody line is rare but not exceptional (4%), among the ranges 

reaching down below the base note only VII-5 is noteworthy (3%).  

Metre. Both ethnic groups tend to perform their more archaic tunes in parlando-

rubato manner (Karachay: 42%!); as for the giusto performance, 2/4 and 4/4 time (44% 

of Karachay tunes) are characteristic, with 6/8 meter also occurring among the Karachay 

tunes (5%). The latter people have hardly any asymmetrical rhythms, most frequently 

5/8 in some religious zikir tunes (5%). That also more or less corresponds to Hungarian 

folk music in general. In Karachay folk music we do not hear the asymmetrical triple 

division of 3+2+2 for 7/8 time or 3+2+3 for 8/8, which are relatively frequent in 

Hungarian music. 

Rhythmic formulae. There are saliently many +>&@, +>+ and +>+>&@ 

patterns, which are also the most important rhythmic formulae of Hungarian folk music. 

Some other patterns of relative significance in Hungarian folk music, too, include +>@ 
@., +@ @>+$ and ++>+$ as well as @ @>&@. 

Similarities by melody outline 

A brief digression is required before a comparison of melodic outlines is to be 

attempted: When can two melodies be regarded as similar? When one takes a closer look 

at a Hungarian folk music stratum, class or style, one finds that it may contain widely 

diverse tunes in several regards. When, for example the force of coherence in a melody 

class is the similarity of melody contours, tunes of different meter, rhythm, structure, etc. 

may be included. Yet, when the overall outline of the melody and the important stylistic 

features are similar and between compared tunes a link can be built of a series very 

similar tunes or the studied melodies can be retraced to a common musical idea, the two 

tunes can rightly be regarded as relatives or stylistically similar. 

The analysis of Hungarian folk music is highly advanced, and most tunes can 

now be ranged in one or another class. When we compare the Hungarian music with 

tunes of a basically similar but in several regards different musical system, the compared 

tunes may shed new light on the Hungarian classification as well. For instance, in both 

Karachay and Hungarian folk music descending four-lined tunes constitute a 

fundamental layer. Yet despite the great similarity of the melody contour, the Hungarian 

four-liners appear unfamiliar to a Karachay ear, and vice versa, because some musical 

turns, the degree of pentatonization, the rhythm, etc. are unusual or different. 

Here, I regard two tunes – be they Hungarian or Karachay – as similar when the 

pitch levels of their lines, the characteristics of the melody progression and the nature of 

their scales are similar. I disregard now the subtle differences of melody contours, even 
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though that would be the basis of a deeper analysis. Many of the resultant Karachay − 

Hungarian analogies are fairly close by virtue of their structure, rhythm and melodic 

turns in addition to the general melody outlines. I do not risk using the term genetic 

similarity because there isn’t and cannot be proof of it. 

Similarities between Anatolian and Hungarian musical styles and strata have 

often been mentioned. Let us remember that the folk music of Anatolia is highly complex 

owing to the intricate ethnogenesis, the large population and the vast area. A wide variety 

of musical forms and schemes can be found there from the simplest to the most advanced. 

Some central Anatolian styles have stylistic analogies in Hungarian folk music. 

Karachay folk music is somewhat less complex than the Anatolian, with the simplest and 

most complicated tunes missing, the two- or four-lined forms of an octave range being 

predominant, and this in broad outlines compares it to the present-day state of Hungarian 

folk music.  

Looking at the Karachay – Hungarian melodic parallels, I first consider the 

broader strata. Large numbers of similar tunes can be found in both stocks, often 

suggestive of deeper connections. This is followed by the brief presentation of sporadic 

or less certain analogies.  

As seen earlier, the following blocks of Karachay folk tunes have been 

differentiated: 

1.  Rotating and plagal motion *1 

2.  One or two short lines and their variants, with (2) main 

cadence in group 2.2 

* 

3.  Four short lines with (1) main cadence   

4.  Four short lines with line 1 closing on the key note, domed 

or pseudo-domed structure and 1(x)y cadences 

* 

5.  Four short lines with 1(VII)x cadences  

6.  Four short lines with (2) and (b3) main cadences ** 

7.  Four short lines with (4/5) main cadences  

8.  Four short lines with (4/5) main cadences and a higher 

start 

 

9.  Four short lines with (7/8) main cadences   

10.  Tripodic tunes with one or two lines ** 

                                                                        
1 * marks a more distant, ** mark a closer relationship between a Hungarian and Karachay musical class or 

group. 
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11.  Tripodic tunes of four lines ** 

12.  Jir tunes of special structure * 

13.  Four long lines in recursive (domed) structure ** 

Let us go through the Karachay classes that can be compared to Hungarian 

analogies convincingly.  

Class 1. Tunes of rotating or plagal motion 

Zoltán Kodály (1937–76:54) noted: „The endless repetition of twin-bars or short 

motifs in general is a typical form in the music of every primitive people, and even in 

the ancient traditions of more advanced nations.” In contemporary Karachay folk music, 

that only applies to a part of the instrumental repertoire at most, because in my collection 

of a total of 1200 tunes a mere two tunes of twin-bar character can be found: one 

consisting of a motif skipping on the A-E, bichord, the other rotating round the middle 

A note of the E-D-C trichord (Ex. 2). The latter is one of the chief types of Hungarian 

and Anatolian children’s ditties and of the rain-making tunes. Hungarians also sing their 

incantations of warmth, plenty or rain on the motif rotating on E-D-C-D, sometimes 

waving green leafy branches. Kiszehajtás [chasing away winter] has an exact musical 

and customary counterpart in Anatolia, among other places.  

Among the Karachays, the genre of this kind of tune is rain-magic, too. It is 

noteworthy that similarly to the Azeris, Turks or Kazakhs, some tunes of the recitation 

of the Quran also move on the E-D-C trichord and end on D. The other typical motif of 

Hungarian children’s games, D-E-D-B often extended to become a major hexachord 

downward cannot be found in Karachay folk music. NB. The rotating E-D-C-D and D-

E-D-B rotating motifs of Hungarian children’s songs do not appear in the folk music of 

Finno-Ugrians although their music is characterized by twin bars. 

 

Ex. 2. Rotating tunes a) Karachay tune, b) Hungarian children’s song 
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Apart from twin-bar tunes, there are plagal melodies of rising-falling motion in 

Class 1. The Hungarian regös tunes are of this kind whose origins and relations have 

been among the moot questions of folk music research since the turn of the 20th century. 

Many see it as the remnant of shamanic ceremonies which absorbed Byzantine, Slavic 

and Caucasian (!) influences before the arrival of the Magyars in the Carpathian Basin. 

The discussed Karachay tunes, similarly to the Hungarian regös tunes, are alien among 

the basically descending old style tunes, but their texts in both folklores allude to archaic 

traditions, several genres being linked to rain-making, lullabies, or natural religion. This 

musical form refers back to ancient traditions and is represented by few tunes. Though 

the Karachay tunes lack the trance-inducing magic refrain formula ’Hej, regö, 

rejtem/rajta’ or ’dehó-reme-róma’, they also have repetitive refrains. In addition to 

general structural similarities, the Karachay falling-rising tunes display close kinship to 

the Hungarian regös tune type (Ex. 3).  

 

Ex. 3 Falling-rising tunes a) Karachay, b) Hungarian regös tune type 

Class 2. Group 2.2: Two short lines and their variants with (2) main cadence 

Eight of the tunes built of two short lines have (2) for their main cadence and all 

use a narrow gamut (1-4/5) of major character. In this way they display formal 

similarities with the small form of the Hungarian diatonic laments, but compared to their 

free performing style and variable, improvisatory lines most of them are dance tunes of 

short lines performed giusto.2  Some performed in diminished rhythm do resemble 

sections of Hungarian laments. In other tune groups Karachay forms closer to Hungarian 

laments will also be seen.  

 Class 4: Four short lines in an ascending structure with 1 (x) y cadences 

In these tunes a lower first and fourth lines flank a higher second and a partly 

higher third lines. The typical scheme is AvB/AC, the first and third lines being identical, 

or at least similar, and the second being high. Despite their ascending start these 

                                                                        
2 For connections between laments of diverse Turkic peoples, see Sipos (2000, 1994, 2001, 2006). 
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Karachay tunes can be ranged with the older strata, but they are not in kinship with the 

domed structure of the Hungarian new-style tunes. 

Class 6: Four descending lines with (2) and (b3) main cadences 

This class includes four-lined tunes descending evenly on minor scales, starting 

with a high register and ending lower, with the internal lines moving in mid-range. Two 

tune types emerge markedly from this set. One appears to be more recent, with step 

progression in its lines. Hungarian scholarship regards some sequentially descending 

tunes as the recent descendants of laments, but these differ from the Karachay tunes in 

question along their essential features. 

The structure of the other tune type is more balanced, more dignified so to speak. 

The first line moves high and ends on degree 4 or 5. Lines 2 and 3 are often similar and 

basically move on E-D-C and close on C (the end of line 3 being more varied). Line 4 

descends from degrees 5-7 to the fundamental. Those with 5(b3)1 cadences resemble a 

bit less, those with 5(b3)b3 cadences resemble more the Hungarian-Anatolian psalmodic 

and descending tunes, those in Anatolia more markedly. 3  This melody outline 

characterizes several Karachay tunes and a multitude of such tunes and their more 

advanced variants can be found in Azeri, Anatolian, Kazakh or Hungarian folk music. 

As for the Hungarian tunes, despite the general similarity, they are differentiated by their 

pentatonic character (Sipos 2000). Some of the pertinent Karachay tunes are religious 

zikirs, there are many lullabies, too, which suggests that it is a more archaic form which 

was incorporated later in the religious repertory (Ex. 4). 

 

                                                                        
3 On the psalmodic tunes of Turkic groups, see Sipos (1994, 2000, 2001 and 2006). 
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Ex.4) „Psalmodic” tunes a) Karachay and b) its Hungarian analogy 

Class 10: One- and two-lined tripodic tunes 

In the large group 10.3 of Class 10 there are major-character tunes with (2) main 

cadence. With their free performing style, the improvisatory shaping of the lines and the 

descending melody contour they do conjure up the realm of Hungarian and Anatolian 

laments. The tunes descending on a major hexachord and cadencing on re and do are 

part of a broad rubato musical style that also includes heroic songs. The most frequent 

form has tunes with lines cadencing on neighboring notes, but some tunes have lines 

sinking to the key note or some with lines ending higher (Ex. 5). 

 

Ex.5 a) Lamenting tunes a) Karachay tune and b) its Hungarian parallel  

Apart from similarities, there are differences from Hungarian laments displayed 

by several tunes in the class. Such are the leap down to the fifth below the closing note, 

the B-#G-A line ending and the giusto performance of pairs of lines.  

Melody lines may extend in the direction (A-G)-F-E-C→ B-G, downward. 

Extension downward also occurs in Hungarian and Anatolian laments, mostly in the forms 

F-D-C→bB-A, and F-D-C→bB-A-G,. A spectacular example of the Karachay extension 

downward is a type of Karachay style whose first lines descend from G to D or C as is 

customary in laments, but their third and fourth lines jump to the lower so and close on C 
(Ex.6). 
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Ex.6 Parallel laments a) Karachay lament from Turkey, b) Hungarian lament (Dobszay 1983, 29/d) 

There is an even larger divergence from the central two-core laments when the 

line undulating down to C is followed by a line sinking to G,. Hungarian analogies can be 

found, but while the Karachay lament is fitted snugly into the voluminous group of 

Mixolydian Karachay tunes, in the Hungarian stock there are relatively few Mixolydian 

tunes.  

The Karachay lament in Ex.10.5b was sung without words by a woman active 

as a wedding musician. It is symptomatic that she was only willing to do so when the 

local people, mainly the men, were sent out of the room. From the reactions of the 

remaining women and the plaintive mood that overcame them during the song it could 

be inferred that the lament was authentic. The lament tune sung more than once 

descended basically on parts of the pentatonic G-E-D-C-A-G, scale, touching on the F 

note at unaccented places at most. It has a two-lined variant in which the do-pentatonic 

descent of the first line is responded to by the sol-pentatonic descent in line 2. It is ample 

food for thought that in this distinctly non-pentatonic melodic world it is the lament of 

all genres that has a scale of pentatonic character.   
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Class 11: Four-lined tripodic tunes 

It is easy to find Hungarian analogies to the popular tripodic tunes with 

5(b3)b3/4 cadences in group 11.1. Lines 3 and 4 are the fourth-fifth-shift variants of lines 

1 and 2, resp.  

Class 12: Jir tunes of special structure  

In some groups of Class 12 tunes with 1(4/5)1 cadences occur that have low first 

and fourth lines and higher inner lines. In some of these tunes line one descends to the key 

note, in others the first line is descending or hill-shaped. As their AB/AC or AB5AB structure 

confirms, they are not in kinship with the Hungarian domed tunes just like the tunes in Class 

4, or with the domed tunes in Class 13. Although the cadence of line 2 is often (5), line 3 is 

often the variant of line 1 or it sinks deep even if it is different from line 1. 

Class 13: Four long lines with recursive (domed) structure   

Finally, let us see a few Karachay tunes whose domed structure would suggest 

that they are of a more recent style and indeed, they display close relationship with some 

Hungarian new-style songs. When I spoke about the analogies of form, such a Karachay 

tune and its Hungarian parallel were already shown (Ex. 1). 

Further parallels and summary 

In many cases the Hungarian and Karachay parallelism is not between tune 

groups but is more sporadic; to present these would widely exceed the purview of this 

book. It is, however, informative to cite some statistics.  

One third of the 357 Karachay tunes, which constitute a representative sample 

of the whole collection, can be paired with Hungarian analogies, sometimes more than 

one to a Karachay tune. That means that 240 Hungarian parallel tunes can be added to 

the studied Karachay tunes. About half the analogies are convincing, the rest showing 

similar melody progression in other modes or are more distant parallels.  

That shows a close musical connection between the Hungarian and Karachay 

folk music stocks, but that does not mean at all identity. Yet such a large degree of 

similarity in melody outlines, modes, rhythmic patterns, etc. is thought-provoking. 

Furthermore, if the ancestors of these two sets of tunes had once been closer to one 

another, they would certainly have diverged at least as widely as they are now during the 

millennium that has passed since. 

Between the Karachay and Hungarian children’s tunes some closer similarities 

can be found apart from a broad stylistic identity. The Karachay-Balkar psalmodic, 

descending and lamenting tunes belong to the Bartókian primeval „style race” to which 

the pertinent tunes of Bulgarian, Slovakian, Romanian and some other people’s tunes 

belong. Though there are typical ethnic and areal differences within a general stylistic 

identity, the similarities of individual phenomena and melody construction encourage 
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scholars to continue researching a broadly interpreted common origin or at least some 

closer musical connections. Such tunes cannot be found in the music of every ethnic 

group; e.g. the Finno-Ugrian people have no such tunes except perhaps for the laments, 

and the repertoires of different Turkic groups also mostly contain one or the other. It 

cannot be explained convincingly as yet why all three tune types mentioned above can 

be found in the music of the Anatolian Turks, and in such great quantities, too. 

To be able to draw further conclusions, it would be important to have an insight 

into the music of the neighbors of the Karachays, first of all the Ossetians, Kabards and 

Cherkesses, as at first glance too, there are several similar musical strata in the music of 

these groups and the music of the Karachay-Balkars. The most important and most wide-

spread Karachay-Balkar jir tune class has several Kabard analogies in addition to 

Hungarian parallels, although the Kabards probably have nothing to do with the 

Hungarian ethnogenesis apart from their name. 

At any rate, the present research has confirmed that the music of no ethnic group 

can be handled in isolation, but the comparative examination of the culture of groups 

living over vast areas is necessary. 
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